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Most dowsers are aware of the global energy grids known as the Curry and Hartmann 
Nets which cover the planet from pole to pole like gigantic fishnets. These grids were 
discovered by the German Doctors Curry and Hartmann. 

Dr. Gunther Schneck has described, in an article in The British Society of Dowsers’ 
journal, his investigation of five other global energy grids which are much larger than 
the Curry and Hartmann grids. He discovered that these grids relate to the 
architectural features of medieval churches, setting, for example, the locations of 
pulpits, altars, and wall niches. 

Global grids took on a further exciting dimension with the discovery by an Oregon 
based dowser, Mike O’Doney. He decided to investigate a grid of ‘love’ – (don’t laugh!) 
and found it existed as an energetic grid six paces wide between the grid lines. 
Surprised, he rang a dowsing friend and asked him to dowse for a global ‘love’ grid. He 
gave the friend no clues as to the grid’s alignment or dimensions. The friend rang back 
and advised him he had found the grid, which was six paces wide. 

Try finding the ‘love grid’ yourself, using a single rod in ‘search’. Give the command “ 
show me the alignment of the ‘love’ grid.” The rod will then swivel and come to rest in 
one of the grid’s alignments. Now make a straight dowsing pass in that direction with 
your mind totally focused on the ‘love’ grid lines, and you will get a reaction at each 
grid line. Now make another straight dowsing pass at right angles to the first pass and 
you will get another series of rod reactions. In both directions, were the grid line 
spacings six paces apart? Bear in mind that the global grids have differing dimensions 
at different latitudes due to the Earth’s global nature. Confirm that you have 
discovered the ‘Love’ grid by information dowsing. Simply pose the question “Is this 
the ‘Love’ grid?” 

Now dowse for other abstract grids such as a ‘silver’ grid. Again, you will find regular 
rod reactions in the grid’s two directions. Dowse for other grids such as a ‘gold’ and 
‘antimony’ grid, or whatever grid you like, and you will find their alignments and 
dimensions. 

So, what does this mean? Are there a fantastic number of grids covering every 
conceivable material, or human emotions? Do the grids (actually) exist or are they 
‘potential’ grids? By this I mean that if I think of a platinum grid do I create the grid, 
globally, by some process, or power, that I don’t understand? If I create a global 
platinum grid will it last as long as the planet exists for future generations to find? If 
we each can create global grids, is this not a simply staggering concept? 

In his remarkable discovery of the ‘Love grid’, Mike O’Doney has given a new insight 
into the nature of global grids which begins to border on the metaphysical. 

Mike is a dowser of long experience and is a powerful author. 

 


